IPS Use Case / iDrawings-P&ID / MTO

IPS iDrawings-P&ID Helps EPC (Engineering) Companies
Efficient Material Take-Off (MTO) from PDF P&ID
resulting in faster and more accurate estimation

Region

Industry

IPS Solution

Global

Oil Gas, Chemical, EPC

iDrawings P&ID

Benefit to Customer

The Challenge

A couple of global EPC (engineering) companies need to
generate engineering MTO/BOM (material take-off/Bill of
material) from PDF P&IDs for early cost estimate and
bidding
Applying IPS iDrawing –P&ID solution, EPC can generate
MTO from PDF P&ID for high quality early estimate and
reduce project risk with 50% cost and time.

01

P&ID in early stage are unintelligent and in PDF/paper scan format

02

Very often these early stage PID are from historical P&ID or design
packages and in PDF or scanned format

03 Huge amounts of manual labor need for these MTO, and Line list
04 Schedule is extremely tight for bidding process, and requires high
quality material quantity for better estimate

IPS Solution
IPS iDrawings –P&ID AI model is configurated to recognize tags, lines and symbols such as instruments and valves, then generate full MTO/BOM and Line-list
directly from PDF version of P&ID. All assets are listed with high accuracy (70 to 90%), and user can use an IUI (interactive user interface) to review and
correct all the MTO to 100%. The AI automated workflow drastically reduced manual work with much less cost and time with higher accuracy, especially
valuable for early stage engineering and cost estimate.

2-10X Faster

0.1- 0.5 man-hours/P&ID

30%-50% Cost Saving

iDrawings is an AI solution to digitalize engineering drawings (P&ID, electrical etc.). AI model is based on customized standards to recognize and abstract drawing
components (text, lines, symbols), and then regenerate intelligent drawings including intelligent P&IDs, tag lists and other engineering deliverables including
MTO/BOM, linelist etc. with minimal 30 to 50% cost and schedule saving.
Please contact us contact@ips-ai.com for more information and visit our website
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www.ips-ai.com to request a demo

